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Bringing to life a vision of mathematics teaching that emphasizes reasoning and proof across topics 
and grade levels can be a challenging task for teachers. To support and enhance teachers’ content and 
pedagogical knowledge for teaching reasoning and proof, we developed and systematically studied a 
capstone course for preservice teachers (PSTs) Mathematical Reasoning and Proving for Secondary 
Teachers. The course emphasized integration of reasoning and proof with teaching secondary 
mathematics across any curricular topic, not just high-school geometry.  

During our design-based research project, we developed and tested four instructional modules, each 
focusing on a particular proof theme: (1) direct reasoning and argument evaluation, (2) conditional 
statements, (3) quantification and the role of examples in proving, and (4) indirect reasoning. Each 
module comprised three types of activities: crystalize, connect and apply. The crystalize activities 
aim to help PSTs refresh their memory of a particular proof theme, within secondary school content. 
The PSTs enhance their knowledge by solving problems, as well as discussing and clarifying 
questions or misconceptions, e.g., the difference between proof by contradiction and by 
contrapositive. In the connect activities, the PSTs have an opportunity to connect their mathematical 
knowledge with knowledge of students’ conceptions. The PSTs read cases or watch video or 
animations of classroom scenarios depicting students working on problems in a particular proof 
theme. For example, in the connect activity of the Quantification and the Role of Examples in 
Proving module the PSTs analyze a dialog between three students contemplating how to interpret a 
statement “There exist three consecutive even numbers whose sum is a multiple of four” and what 
kinds of examples can prove or disprove (if possible) this statement. Next, the PSTs envision 
possible pedagogical moves to support student thinking in the scenario. The apply tasks invite PSTs 
to identify opportunities in secondary curriculum to make proof themes explicit to students, and to 
develop a lesson plan that achieves that goal. In our course, we had PSTs implement these lessons in 
actual middle and high school classrooms, videotape themselves, and reflect of their teaching 
(Buchbinder & McCrone, 2018).  

All four course modules were designed to be independent from each other and applicable for 
individual use in courses for PSTs or teacher workshops. The design of the instructional modules is 
grounded in the literature on best practices for teacher learning and professional development, such 
as focusing on deepening both content and pedagogical knowledge, engaging teachers in active 
learning experiences, and making direct connections to teachers’ classroom practices (American 
Federation of Teachers 2002; Boston & Smith, 2009, 2011; Copur-Gencturk & Papakonstantinou, 
2015). In our poster, we will show the four modules, explicate design features underlying their 
development, and provide evidence for the effectiveness of the modules.   
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